
Ski-trekking at its 
finest: icy camping 
nights, lonely huts, 
steamy saunas and 
northern lights in 
Finnish Lapland.
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IIt is 6.30 am, pitch-black and the alarm clock does not 
stop ringing. Where on earth is the persistent killer of 
my dreams hiding? I finally locate the thing deep inside 
my sleeping bag and stop its mechanical screeching. My 
body warmth has kept it alive through the night though, 
saving its batteries. Luckily, because over the last few 
days, it had trouble waking up after the cold night.
Today we want to get on our skis in good time. And want 
to outwit the temperatures, and above all to fire up the 
sauna in plenty of time at today’s goal destination. Or-
derly but slow, we crawl out of our warming layers and 
get ready for a long day along the Finnish-Russian board-
er. Heading south, we want to get to Anterinmukka and 
to a quaint wooden cabin in the Urho Kekkonen Nation-
al Park in the north of Finland – the queen’s stage. It is 
the highlight of our eleven-day tour through the loneli-
ness of the national park. It is hardly possible to go any 
further east or north in Europe.
We are Leo, Olaf, Roberto and Mo. Four friends, all in 
our late 20s, who have already had fun together pad-
dling in sea kayaks around the Croatian coastline and 
hiking through the Pyrenees and in the Norwegian 
Jotunheimen National Park. We came together because 
we love adventure off the beaten track. 
Until now, we have mostly travelled in summer and au-

tumn. It is our first time fighting together against ice, 
snow and the cold. Only Olaf and Roberto have done a 
winter tour before and that was in Hardangervidda and 
the Sarek National Park in Norway.
And now we're in the Urho Kekkonen National Park: The 
park was founded in 1983 to put nature and the habitat 
of the seminomadic Sami and their reindeer under pro-
tection. It is Finland’s second biggest national park and 
its vast wilderness provides many options for challeng-
ing, multiple-day ski tours. The annual average temper-
ature is below zero degrees – the lowest temperature of 
-40 degrees C is not uncommon in winter. So it is no 
surprise that a blanket of snow usually covers the area 
until mid May and the lakes of this region are not with-
out ice until June.

WINTER TOUR BEGINNERS

The national park boa sts a great system of self-con-
tained hiking huts which are financed by Finish tax mon-
ey. We are beginners at winter touring, so it seems like 
the perfect back-up plan if camping should not work out. 
It is going to be a 130 kilometre long round trip from 
civilisation to the Russian boarder. We get ready for a 
self-supporting tour with icy nights in our sleeping bags 

in tents. Our field kit is designed to suit the conditions 
and consists of two four-season tents, thick thermal mat-
tresses, seven litres of  petrol and several gas cartridges 
– also for melting snow. No chance of packing all this in 
backpacks, and so we use the traditional sleds: We put 
the luggage we need at night into sleds, and put choco-
late, muesli bars and a spare set of clothes into our day-
packs. 
It's the middle of March when we start our tour. The days 
are already longer than the nights and the temperatures 
are moderate, even north of the polar circle. In the win-
ter sports village of Saarislkä, narrow tracks lead us past 
the last houses and out into the wilderness. We glide 
through the snow softly. It is going nicely. The tracks left 
behind by other skiers are a few days old but no fresh 
snow has covered them up. For me, these are the first 
metres on skis and it feels good to follow the others in 
ready-made tracks. We connect up to our sleds using a 
harness similar to belt on a backpack. I hardly feel the 
30 kilograms I am pulling behind me. Maybe because 
the landscape is initially totally flat – or might even be 
a little down-hill. 

ALONE IN THE DEEP SNOW

The skiers in front of us obviously had other plans. After 
a few kilometres, the tracks turn in the wrong direction. 
We make our own track and end up in snow-covered 
hollows. The only sensible direction to take leads uphill 
so the sleds slow us down. It seems as if they just want 
to sink into the snow. With such  conditions, the skis also 
sink deep into the blanket of snow and can only be 
moved with great skill. Probably not a problem for a pro. 
As a beginner, I am frustrated.

4 friends, 
11 days, 

130 kilometres, 
not another soul 

around.

In moments like this, civilisation is very far away.

Roberto, Mo, Leo and Olaf from 
Berlin travelling through the 

Finish north with skis and sleds.
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Over a period of several minutes, we  move metre for 
metre. Looking back is disillusioning. So we disconnect 
our sleds for a while and help each other. We make some 
progress sliding, pushing and pulling. A 20 metre long 
rope proves to be useful: One person walks ahead and 
pulls one sled after the other from a good position. It is 
a wild slog through the snow and we are relieved when 
we find another track after a few hours and are able to 
glide along again. It will not be the last deep snow esca-
pade on this tour.
In comparison to central Europe, snow only falls when 
the ground is already frozen and the temperatures are 
below zero. Deep snow lives up to its name: fine powder 
all the way to the hip. In order to have a spot for our 
tents, the four of us shovel and trample snow for an hour 
until we have a firm compressed area. That's followed 
by the actual evening routine: pitching the tents, setting 
up the overnight camp, melting snow, making tea and 
finally cooking dinner. Of course not before taking pho-
tos of the northern lights and using the butter soft snow 
as a landing pit for adventurous acrobatic jumps. So, 
understandably, we do not go hypothermic. After a 
grinding day and the obligatory tent pitching procedure 
in the evening, we treat ourselves to a long night's sleep. 

The batteries in the alarm clock die at night because of 
the cold – but we do not mind.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SKIN

When we pack up the next day and set off, the temper-
ature is already above freezing. After our initial joy that 
we can have a day in shirt sleeves, we realise that the 
snow has frozen to clumps underneath our skis. We ex-
periment with the skins for our skis, scrape them clean 
regularly, and try different touring styles. Up to 15 cen-
timetres of a wet slush collects underneath our skis, it 
feels like a weight of ten kilograms. We are only able to 
make slow progress, become frustrated and finally fall 
for the charm of a hut on the side of the track. Honestly, 
who wants to dig a platform in the snow to pitch a tent? 
Instead, we enjoy the program of Finish culture: lighting 

Up to 15 centime-
tres of snow cling 
to our ski. It feels 

like a weight of 
ten kilograms. 

We need to take 
our skis off.

a fire and having a sauna.
We had set off with the intention to spend most of the 
nights in the tents and therefore have a correspondingly 
large amount of food and fuel with us. But after the first 
night in a wonderfully equipped hut, we decide other-
wise. An oven with a fire wood, gas stove and great 
sleeping areas are all standard. And there's the quaint 
atmosphere and even a sauna in two huts in the park. In 
comparison to mountain huts in the Alps, the Finish 
equivalents are not overcrowded. We extend our warm 
thanks to the Finish tax payers because the use of the 
huts is free of charge. 
Back to the queen’s stage: Having tamed the wild alarm 
clock, we pack up our equipment. Our breakfast of por-
ridge is cooking on the stove. We add chocolate drops 
and dry fruit. Tasty and nourishing. After the usual two 
hours spent fastening our luggage onto the sleds, we  go 
east. Unfortunately, even with an early start, we cannot 
outwit the weather. The snow clings to our skis 

Gentle undula-
tions dominate 
the landscape. 
Perfect terrain 
for ski-trekking.

Analogue 
refuge: No 
mobile recep-
tion and nature 
takes care of the 
entertainment. 

>>
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Winter in 
Finnland

* Preisbsp. einfach Fahrt für 2-4 Pers., 
Innenkabine und PKW; buchbar bis 31.1.2018, 

Reisezeitraum: 15.1.-31.5.2018 (nach Verfügbarkeit). 
Alle Konditionen unter www.finnlines.de/globetrotter

Finnlines Deutschland GmbH, 
Einsiedelstr. 43-45, 23554 Lübeck, 

Geschäftsführer: Uwe Bakosch

Informationen und Buchung:
www.finnlines.de/globetrotter 

oder Tel. 0451/1507-443

Travemünde-Helsinki
 

2-4 Pers. inkl PKW & Kabine*
ab     348 €

Erleben Sie magische Polarlichter, 
gemütliche Ferienhäuser,  

ausgefallene Winter-Aktivitäten und 
nahezu Schneegarantie bis April.

Täglich von Travemünde nach
Helsinki und zurück!
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Getting there
Ivalo is the most northern airport in Finland. Perfect for 
starting trekking tours in the Urho Kekkonen National 
Park. You can reach the winter sports village of 
Saariselkä by bus from the airport. From there, you will 
find a variety of hiking paths for day trips and 
multiple-day tours.

General
Except for the day tours, the paths are not signposted in 
winter. Navigation is your responsibility using a GPS, 
map and compass. Thanks to the dense  network of huts, 
newcomers to winter touring  can also find a suitable 
tour with several stops along the way. The dangers 
(change in weather, hypothermia, snow drifting) should 
not be underestimated. Depending on the snow 
situation, you can follow the tracks made by snowmo-
biles which supply the huts, and use them for 
orientation. 

Accommodation
There are self-catering “open” huts in the whole of the 
national park. They are free to use and are equipped 
with a wood-burning  stove, gas oven, a full woodshed 
and a privy. You leave it as clean as you found it. On 
www.retkikartta.fi, you find digital maps with the 
locations and information on the individual huts. There 
is the traditional legal concept of everyman’s right in 
Finland. That means you can sleep in a tent anywhere 
and be independent from the huts when you plan your 
journey, as long as you only stay one or two nights at 
any one place.

Orientation
The “Urho Kekkosen kansallispuisto” map in the 
1:50.000 scale which is  published by Calazo  offers a 
good overview of the area and is water- and tear-proof. 

GO ON YOUR OWN WINTER TOUR

again and we put on the skins. It feels like 
spring when we reach the patrol trails along 
the Russian boarder. The boarder guards –  at 
the external boarder of the EU – have created 
excellent paths with their snowmobiles. Be-
fore lunch we are able to cover quite a dis-
tance across frozen lakes and snow-covered 
forests. In the afternoon, temperatures rise 
above the freezing mark. Skiing is impossible. 
So we take off our skis, fasten them to our 
sleds and walk. Luckily, this strategy works 
quite well, the snowmobiles have compressed 
the snow well. 
With around five kilometres between us and 
our hut, it starts snowing heavily. It is difficult 
to navigate and as soon as we stop walking, 
we start to feel cold. What an abrupt change 
in weather compared to the morning.

DINNER HAS TO WAIT

For better orientation, we decide to travel on 
the frozen river, even if it means leaving the 
protection of the forest. An icy wind blows the 
snowflakes into our face. After a few kilo-
metres – it feels like eternity – we can see a 
little hut on the right bank of the river: the 
sauna. Fire wood is already prepared. We 
start lighting it, dinner has to wait.
We stand barefoot in the snow and pour 
warm water over ourselves. We're  surround-
ed by the silent Finnish forest, the stars shine 
above us, and on the horizon, the first north-
ern lights of the evening are swirling around. 
We decide to tackle the next days the same 
way: start early, burn off all our energy on 
skis during the day, and enjoy the hut atmos-
phere in the evening.
Our plan is reality. We celebrate the far north, 
the solitary days and our friendship. We 
spend three of the last five nights in quaint 
huts. A storybook winter tour at the very 
least. And we will not let Olaf and Roberto go 
into the cold alone again. <<

I TAKE 
WITH ME

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR 
 NEXT WINTER TOUR

28.37.93 239,95 €

(1) Back-country ski

21.37.34 29,95 €

(4) Thermos flask

18.70.41 88,90 €

(5) Functional underwear 

11.01.05 49,95 €

(7) Touring sled

28.06.75 74,90 €

(2) Functional underwear

19.64.55 399,90 €

(6) Dawn jacket

24.52.37 34,95 €

(3) Snow shovel

More equipment for your next winter 
tour on www.globetrotter.de>>

(1) The Fischer E99 Crown Xtralite is a popular 
back-country ski. In comparison to a cross-coun-
try ski, a back-country ski has steel edges. 
It gives you a better grip on ice.
  
(2) + (5) Merino wool is the unrivalled source 
of warmth for long winter tours. No matter how 
cold it is, the fabulous combination of Woolpow-
er Crewneck L/S 200 and Lite Long Johns keeps 
you warm.

(3) When setting up a overnight camp, the Black 
Diamond Lynx snow shovel is like a workaholic. 
Even when you hit  thick ice, it does not break. 
Real life insurance, far away from civilisation. 

(4) The Thermos King Bottle keep your drinks 
hot the whole day. You can fasten the thermos 
securely to the sled thanks to its sturdy handle.

(6) The expedition down  Mountain Equipment 
Vega Jacket is the perfect layer of warmth for the 
breaks. Important: Put it on before you cool down. 

(7) Paris The Expedition Sled 960 is a 
cost-benefit tip for handymen. Very simple, 
light and functional. You can transport a lot of 
equipment in appropriate packsacks which can 
be secured with your own rope system. 

Moritz Plehn (26) helps you find the right shoe 
for your tour at Globetrotter Berlin. His highlight 
from eleven days in Lapland: the  natural outdoor 
shower beneath the northern lights. 

Four Berliners and a Finnish guest sharing space in the hiking hut
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Die Aeon-Linie kombiniert cleanes, 
schlichtes Design mit robuster, 
zuverlässiger Qualität. Das Ergebnis ist 
ein vielfältiger Tagesrucksack, der dich 
bei verschiedensten Aktivitäten und 
bei jedem Abenteuer begleitet. Wähle 
Aeon und erkunde eine Welt voller 
unbegrenzter Möglichkeiten. 

AB SOFORT EXKLUSIV UND 
NUR BEI GLOBETROTTER 
ERHÄLTLICH.
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Beratung und Buchung: DAV Summit Club GmbH | Bergsteigerschule des Deutschen Alpenvereins | Am Perlacher Forst 186 | 81545 München | Telefon +49 89 64240-117 | www.dav-summit-club.de

1. Tag: Abflug von Frankfurt

2. Tag: Ankunft in Kathmandu

3. Tag: Fahrt nach Phedi | Trekking bis Dhampus

4. Tag: Dhampus – Landrung

5. Tag: Landrung – Gandrung – Tadapani

6. Tag: Tadapani – Ghorepani – Poonhill

7. Tag: Ghorepani – Hille

8. Tag: Trekking-Ende | Fahrt nach Pokhara

9. Tag: Fahrt nach Kathmandu

10. Tag: Individuelle Erkundungen: die Königsstädte

11. Tag: Rückflug nach Frankfurt

Als „Fahrtendienst“ 1957 ins Leben gerufen, verstand sich der DAV Summit Club von Anfang an als Dienstleister für Alpenvereinssektionen. Erste „Auslands-Kundfahrten“ 
  führten nach Südamerika und in das Annapurna-Gebiet in Nepal. Nach 60 Jahren vertrauensvoller Zusammenarbeit ist es uns eine Herzensangelegenheit, Ihnen einfach nur  
„Danke!“ zu sagen. Mit einer Trekking-Reise zu Vorzugspreisen in den Annapurna Himal zu Füßen mächtiger Achttausender. 

IM REISEPREIS ENTHALTEN
Deutsch sprechender einheimischer Kultur- und Bergwanderführer • Air India Flüge ab/bis Frankfurt über Delhi 
nach Kathmandu und zurück, inklusive Flughafengebühren und 23 kg Freigepäck • 3 × Hotel***** im DZ, 1 ×  Hotel/
Gäste haus** im DZ, 5 × einfache Lodge im DZ • Halbpension, 2 × nur Frühstück • Busfahrten laut  Programm •   
Gepäcktransport auf dem Trekking durch Träger, 13 kg Freigepäck • Versicherungen • U.v.m.

  ab/bis Frankfurt nur € 1399,– 
10 Termine (je 11 Tage)
Starttage: 04.12. | 11.12.2017 und 22.01. | 29.01. | 05.02 |  
07.05. | 14.05. | 21.05. | 17.09. | 24.09.2018

Detailliertes Tagesprogramm unter: 
www.davsc.de/hitop60

Persönliche Beratung: +49 89 64240-117

	Technisch leichte Bergwanderungen, 11 Tage
	Lodge-Trekking zu Füßen von Annapurna und Machapuchare
	Moderate Gehzeiten und verträgliche Übernachtungshöhen
	Wanderung durch das Gurung-Bergbauernland
	Blick auf drei Achttausender von Dhaulagiri bis zum Manaslu
	Zeit für die Weltkulturerbestätte im Kathmandu-Tal
	Gipfelmöglichkeit: Poonhill, 3194 m

NEPAL-TREKKING  
IM ANNAPURNAGEBIET
Unser Exklusiv-Angebot zum 60sten-Firmenjubiläum.

AKTIONSPREIS 

NUR € 1399,–* 
*nur solange Vorrat reicht

DAVSC_Globetrotter_230x300_OKT_RZ.indd   1 10.10.17   10:29

DIE NEUE YUKON-SERIE VON TATONKA
www.tatonka.com/yukon
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AEROX GTX® MID Ws  |  All Terrain Sport    www.lowa.de    

RUNDUM-SORGLOS-PAKET FÜR JEDES WETTER.
LUFTIG LEICHT UND MULTIFUNKTIONAL BIS INS DETAIL.
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www.sigma-foto.de

www.facebook.com/SIGMAFoto

Kompakt, leicht und 
vielseitig einsetzbar, 
ohne Kompromisse 
in der Qualität 
einzugehen. 

Globetrotte_18-300_hoch.indd   1 27.09.2017   16:15:14

OmniLite Titm

Der PRIMUS OmniLite™ Ti 
ist unser Leichtgewicht unter 
den Expeditionskochern. 
Die Technologie gleicht dem 
vielfach ausgezeichneten 
OmniFuel™.
 
Der OmniLite™ Ti ist aber 
noch kleiner, leichter und effi-
zienter im Verbrauch. Ideal für 
jedes Abenteuer, bei jedem 
Wetter, mit nahezu jedem 
Brennstoff.

www.primusoutdoor.de www.deuter.com

LEICHT
TRAGEN
DER NEUE AIRCONTACT PRO

TOP LASTÜBERTRAGUNG


